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Abstract 
Anderson, J.A., Semiretracts of a free monoid, Theoretical Computer Science 134 (1994) 3-l 1. 
The generating set of a semiretract of a free monoid is an infix code and a biprefix code. If a free 
monoid is generated by n elements then any nest of semiretracts contains at most nf 1 distinct 
members. 
1. Introduction 
Retracts of free monoids have been described in [3,5]. In [S] they were character- 
ized in terms of expanded alphabets which in [3] were renamed key codes. It was also 
shown that if an alphabet A has II letters, then any nest of retracts of A* has at most 
n + 1 distinct members. In [l], semiretracts were introduced and it was shown that 
semiretracts of a finitely generated monoid form a complete lattice and moreover each 
such lattice satisfies the ascending and descending chain conditions. 
In this article, we further describe the structure of semiretracts and show that if A is 
an alphabet with n letters, then any nest of semiretracts of A* contains at most n+ 1 
distinct members. 
In the remainder of this paper it will be assumed that A is a finite set. 
2. Key codes, retracts, and semiretracts 
Definition 2.1. A retraction Y : A* -+ A* is a homomorphism for which r2 = r. A retract 
of A* is a submonoid which is the image of A* under a retraction. A semiretract of A* 
is a submonoid that is the intersection of a nonempty family of retracts of A*. A word 
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w in A* is called a key word if there is at least one symbol in A that occurs only once in 
w. Any specified symbol that occurs exactly once in a key word is called a key of w. 
A set C of key words is called a key code if there is an injective function i : C+A for 
which: (1) for each w in C, i(w) is a key of w and (2) the symbol i(w) occurs only in 
w and no other word of C. 
In [S] it is proved that a submonoid of A* is a retract if and only if it is generated by 
a key code. 
In general the intersection of retracts is not a retract unless A has three or fewer 
elements [S]. For example, if retracts R, = {ab,ac,d}* and R2 = {ba,c,da}* then 
R,nR2 is equal to {d(ab)*ac}*, which is not a retract. 
If the image of the retractionfis RI and the image of the retraction g is RZ, thenfg 
and gfleave R1nR2 fixed, but in general neither is a retraction map. Let E(f; g), the 
equity set off and g[S], be the set {x: f(x)=g(x)) and C(f,g)={x:fg(x)=~(x)}. 
Then RInR,~E(f; g)sC(J; g). It is easily shown that fg is a retraction map when 
restricted to E(f; g) or C(f; g) and R,nR2 is the retract. Hence when RInR2 is not 
finitely generated, then neither C( f; g) nor E(f, g) is a finitely generated free monoid. It 
will be shown later in this paper that semiretracts and hence retracts are prefix codes. 
Therefore, they are codes with bounded delay 1. Iffand g are restricted to A then they 
are codes with bounded delay 1. Iffand g are restricted to A then they map onto RI 
and R2, respectively. Since f and g under this restriction are codes with bounded delay, 
it is shown in [S, p. 691 that E(J; g) is regular. Hence we have the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 2.2. Zf f and g are retractions with images RI and R2, respectively, then 
E(f; g) is regular. Zf the intersection of RI and R2 is not finitely generated, E(f;g) and 
C(f; g) are not finitely generated free monoids. 
Retracts satisfy the following co-compactness property [l]: If A is a finite set and 
{Ri: ie I} is a family of retracts of A *, then there is a finite subset F of I for which 
n{Ri: i in Z}=n{ i: R i in F}. Hence any semiretract is the intersection of a finite 
family of retracts. 
It is further shown in [l] that the lattice of semiretracts of a finitely generated free 
monoid satisfies both the ascending and descending chain conditions. From this we 
immediately have the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.3. Every chain of distinct semiretracts is contained in a$nite maximal chain of 
semiretracts. 
Lemma 2.4. Let A* =S1 IS* 3 ... 3Sk= 1 denote a maximal chain of distinct semi- 
retracts. For each Si, i = 1,2, . . , k, there exists a retract Ri SO that RinSi = Si+ 1. Hence 
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Proof. Si+ 1 is the intersection of a finite number of retracts. Pick Ri to be any of those 
retracts such that RinSicSi. Then Si+ 1 ~RinSicSi. Therefore, since the chain is 
maximal, Si+ I= RinSi. q 
In the remainder of this paper let A* = S1 3 S2 2 ..+ 3 Sk = 1 denote a maximal chain 
of distinct semiretracts, RinSi=Si+l, and Si+l= ()iEIRjY where RI, ...,Rk_l are 
retracts. 
Since in either a retract or a semiretract, the irreducible elements form a generating 
set, in the remainder of this paper, references to generating sets will be to the sets of 
irreducible elements and conversely. 
3. Properties of the generating sets of semiretracts 
Consider a “double word” formed from a word in the intersection of R, and Sk, 
where the top row is the word formed by elements of the minimal generating set of Sk 
and the bottom row is the word formed by the key code in Rk. For a word to be in this 
intersection, it must be expressible as a double word. For example in 
(a, xb, xc, xd}*n{ax, bx, cx, d}*, axbxcxd can be expressed as the double word 
alxb(xclxd 
uxlbxlcxld’ 
Definition 3.1. Let s and t be strings of letters of A. If t = UN for strings u and v then s is 
a substring of t. 
Definition 3.2. For each retract R, fix the keys in the key code. The keys of the key 
code in Rk will be called the k-keys. If a substring s of an element of the generating set 
of Sk is contained in a word of SknRk and contains a key of a code word of Rk then the 
key code word containing this key is “attached” to s in the sense that every double 
word with s in the upper row has the code word with this key fixed in the lower word. 
When this occurs we will say that s contains a k-key. 
In the following propositions, we develop front keys and end keys for words in 
a semiretract. This is a generalization of the keys in a retract. 
Proposition 3.3. Let S be a semiretract and let g be an irreducible element of S, then 
g may be written in thejiorm s,rt, where rEA, s,, tEA* and r has the property that any 
element g’ of the generating set of S begins with s, or r does not occur in g’ at all. In 
particular, ifr occurs in g’ it occurs only once. 
Proof. Let S be a semiretract. Then S is an intersection of a finite family of retracts. 
Fix this family of retracts. Let w be an element of this intersection. Then w is a product 
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of key words in each retract. Pick the one where the distance from the beginning of the 
word to the first key is the greatest. Let this key be Y and let s, be the initial segment of 
w preceding r. Then the segment s, will appear in front of r wherever r occurs in 
a word. Let g = uru be a generating element of S. Then u = U’S, and g equals u’srru for 
some string u’. s,r contains the keys of the keywords beginning w in each of the 
retracts, wherever the segment s,r appears in a word of s. Hence s,r begins with the 
same keywords that it did in w. Therefore, g factors into u’ and s,ru. Since g is 
irreducible in S, then U’ is the identity. 0 
Definition 3.4. Let S be a semiretract. A subset F of A is called a front key set if it has 
the following properties: 
(1) Each irreducible element of S contains one and only one element of F. 
(2) For each element r of F there is a string s, of elements of A* such that any 
irreducible element of s either begins with the segment s,r or r does not appear in the 
generator. 
If an element of F appears in a word in the generating set of S it is called the front key 
of that word. End key sets and end keys are similarly defined. 
Proposition 3.5. Define a relation on the minimal generating set of s by g-g’ ifsg and g’ 
contain the same front key. Then - is an equivalence relation. 
Proposition 3.6. Zf the front key and the end key of an irreducible element of a semi- 
retract are equal then this word is a key word. If every irreducible element of the 
semiretract has this property then the semiretract is a retract. 
Proof. Follows immediately from the properties of front and end keys. 0 
Definition 3.7. A code X is an infix code if no element of the code can be a substring of 
another element. A code X is a biprefix code if XEX and either xy~X or yxeX implies 
y is the identity. 
Proposition 3.8. The irreducible elements of a semiretract are an infix code and hence 
a biprefix code. 
Proof. Follows immediately from the properties of front and end keys. q 
Lemma 3.9. If g = sis’ and g’ = sjs’, i, j B 1, are members of the minimal generating set of 
semiretract S then i=j. 
Proof. Follows immediately from Proposition 3.8. 0 
Proposition 3.10. If o is a regular expression describing a set of generators of a semi- 
retract s then o cannot have the form w:w2 or oIo$. 
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Proof. The proof of the first expression follows directly from Lemma 3.9. The proof 
for the second is symmetrical to the first proof. 0 
Definition 3.11. Let s and s’ be strings containing k-keys. The string sjts the string s’ 
providing s contains a k-key or begins a word in RknSk and s’ contains a k-key or ends 
a word in R,nSk and ss’ is a substring of a word of R,nS,. The string s containing 
a k-keyjits in a word w of R,nSk if w = s’ss” for strings s’ and s’, and hence s’ fits s and 
s fits s”. 
The motivation for this definition is best understood by considering a word in RnS 
as a double word. For example in {a, xb,xc,xd}*n{ax,bx,cx,d}*, xb and xd fit and we 
see that 
=I xdl 
Icx and Id 
“fit” together in the double word 
alxblxclxd 
axlbxlcx)d 
Also xb fits in the word axbxcxd. 
Lemma 3.12. If (wl Vu2 V ... Vwj) occurs in a regular expression describing the 
generators of a semiretract, then any occurrence of any Oi in the expression may be 
replaced by (~1 V 02 V ... V Oj). 
Proof. Let RinSi=Si+l and Si+i=njzl b d fi d R, e e ne as before. We first show by 
induction on n that if ssis’, ss&, . . . , ss,s’ are elements of S, and s”sPs”’ is an element of 
S, for some O<p<j then s”sis”‘, . . . . s”s,s”’ are elements of S,. This is certainly true for 
n = 1. Assume it is true for n = k and consider Sk + i = SknRk. By induction, since ssis’, 
ss&, . . . , ss,s’ and sf’sPs”’ are in Sk then s”sls”‘, . . . , s”s,s”’ are in Sk. Each si contains 
a k-key, for assume ssis’ and ssOs’ are words in Sk+ 1 and neither Si nor sO contains 
a k-key, then Si = so. Since si fits in ssis’ for all i and sP fits in s”s$‘, then for all i, si fits 
in S”SiS”‘. Therefore, for all i, S”SiS”’ is in Sk+ 1. It is then easily seen that if ssis’, 
SQS’, . . . , SSJ’ and s”sPs”’ are ireducible in S, then for all i, s’lsis”’ is irreducible. 0 
Lemma 3.13. Let S be a semiretract and R a retract. If 01w*02 is a regular expression 
describing generators of RnS and s is in the set described by co, then s contains a key 
from a key word in R, and this key word is contained in a cyclic permutation of the letters 
in s. 
Proof. Let n be the length of the longest word in the key code of R. Let 1sI be the 
length of s. There exists an integer m so rnlsl > 3n. Therefore, in the string s1sms2 the 
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portion sm must contain a complete word of the key code. Therefore, the key letter of 
the key word belongs to sm and hence to s. Also, the key word is contained in s”’ and so 
is in a cyclic permutation of the letters in s. 0 
Lemma 3.14. If w10*02 is a regular expression describing generators of RnS and s is 
in the set described by o, then any occurrence of s in a regular expression describing the 
generators of RnS may be replaced by co*. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.12. 0 
4. Nests of semiretracts 
Let S be a semiretract and R a retract. If w and w’ are irreducible elements of Sk 
containing front keys r and r’, respectively, and ww’ is an irreducible element of SknRk, 
then r and r’ can no longer both be in the same set of front keys for SknRk. This is the 
motivation for Lemma 4.1. Since it is easier to keep track of letters which can begin 
words than to keep track of front keys, in the proof of Lemma 4.1 letters of A which 
begin words in S but not in RnS are “counted”. Although these beginning letters are 
not front keys, they do depend on keys of R inside the word. 
Let S1={a,b,c,d}* and R,={ab,ac,d} *. In S2=SlnR,=R,, b and c can no 
longer begin a word. Let R2= (ba,c,da}*. In S3=S2nR2= {d(ab)*ac}*, a may no 
longer begin any word. Now let R3 = (dabac}*. Then S4 = S3nR3 = R3. Notice that 
there is no letter which begins a word in S3 but not in S,+ But two letters, b and c, no 
longer begin words in Sz, so we may consider one missing as a starting letter in S2 and 
save the other to “count” in Sq. In S2, the string in front of b and c in irreducible 
elements ab and ac is the same, namely a. In SJ, we have irreducible elements dab and 
dac, so the strings in front of b and c are still the same. However in Sq, there are no 
longer irreducible elements with the same string in front of b and c. At this point the 
extra missing starting letter is counted. This is basically what occurs in the proof of 
Lemma 4.1. If a letter of A begins a word in Sk, but not in Sk+ i, then it will be called 
a missing k-starter. 
Lemma 4.1. Let S1 =A* and S,, 1 = 0 f= 1 Ri, as before. Assume for each 2 d t < n, 
fir= 1 Ri # n :Z : Ri. At least k letters of A no longer begin words in Sk+ 1, i.e. there are 
at least k missing i-starters for i< k+ 1. 
Proof. By induction of n, we show the lemma for S,+ 1 and also that if ssl and ssz are 
irreducible elements of S,, 1, where ssr, ss2 are strings of irreducible elements of S,, 
then there is an extra missing i-starter for i<n which will be counted in some S, for 
r > i, where there are no longer irreducible elements s’ssr, s’ssz in S, for any string s’. 
The induction hypothesis is trivially true when n = 0. 
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Assume true for n = k and consider Sk + i = n := 1 Ri. We first show how to find the 
missing k-starter. We then show that if words sjsr and sjs, are irreducible elements of 
Sk but were not irreducible in Sk _ 1 then an additional missing k-starter is produced. 
Finally, it is shown that when extra missing i-starters are counted in Sk where i < k, 
they cannot be counted twice. For the remainder of this proof, let S = Sk, S’ = Sk + 1 and 
R=Rk. 
Either S’ contains an irreducible element which factors in S or some irreducible 
element in S must be missing in S’ and is not a factor of any other irreducible element 
of S’. Hence in the first case s may no longer be an irreducible element in s’, but s”s and 
ss’ may still be irreducible elements in S’. This cannot occur in the second case. We 
first consider the case where an irreducible element factors in s but not S’. Suppose wj 
and w, are elements of S but not of S’ and wjwl is a substring of an irreducible element 
of S’. We have 
. ../Wj(WJ... 
. ..lYPl... 
occurring as a double word where y, is in the key code of R. 
Let sj be a nonempty string of irreducible elements of S ending with Wj and s1 be the 
string beginning with wI so that SjSI is an irreducible element of S’. Let xI be the first 
letter of wr. If xi is a k-key of y, then it may no longer begin an irreducible element and 
is a missing k-starter. 
If xl begins another irreducible element in S besides We then by induction, there is an 
additional missing i-starter for some i < k, which may be counted unless this irredu- 
cible element is also preceded by sj in an irreducible element of S’. But we will only be 
concerned with the possibility that xl begins an irreducible element in S’. Hence 
assume that x1 begins only one irreducible element. 
If x1 is not a k-key but wI does contain a k-key, then xI may no longer begin an 
irreducible element in S’ and is a missing k-starter. If there is a k-key in w, following wI 
in sI, then the first letter in w, is a missing k-starter by the same process. 
If there are no k-keys in sI and if We begins no other irreducible element in S’ then xl 
may no longer start an irreducible element. If w1 begins another irreducible element, 
consider the first k-key in the string. Say the key is in the irreducible element wq of S. 
Then w, may no longer start an irreducible element of S’ and the first letter of wq, say 
xq, may no longer be a starter. Again we assume xq begins no other irreducible element 
in S, for if it did, as before, by induction there is an additional missing i-starter for 
some i-c k. 
We now consider the case where an irreducible element in S is missing in S’. 
(i) If there are irreducible elements sjsl and sjsm in S and sjs, is not in S’, then by 
induction there is additional missing i-starter for some i less than k. 
(ii) If w is an irreducible element in S but not in S’, and case (i) does not apply, then 
the xI beginning w begins no other irreducible element in S’ and is a missing k-starter. 
We still need to show that there is always an extra missing starting letter if sksl and 
sks, are in the generating set of S’ and wk #wl, where sk, si, and s, are strings of 
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irreducible elements in S and wk, wI are irreducible elements in S beginning sk and So, 
respectively. If x1 begins w1 and x, begins w, and x1 =x,, by induction, there is an 
extra missing i-starter for i some less than k. Henceforth assume xI#x,. Therefore, 
some irreducible element in s1 and some irreducible element in s, contain k-keys. 
Case 1: If xl and x, are both k-keys they are each missing k-starters and are not 
equal. 
Case 2: If xi is a k-key and the first k-key in S, is in wP following w,, and if xI = xP, 
where x,, begins wP and wi # wP then by induction we have an extra missing i-starter 
for i less than k. Therefore, assume wi = wP. But because of the uniqueness of letters 
proceeding a key, this is impossible. 
Case 3: If the first k-keys in sk and s,, respectively, are in w, following w1 and wP 
following w, then, as before, assume xP= x, and hence wP= w,. But then by uniqueness 
of letters before a key, x, = xi, which is a contradiction. 
Finally, we need to consider the possibility that at some intersection of retracts 
previous to k, ww,, wwb, . . . , ww, are formed by combining irreducible elements in the 
previous semiretract, and also, possibly, w’w., w’wb, . . . , w’w, are formed. We need to 
show that at the kth intersection, a missing i-starter is not counted which has been 
counted before. 
Case 1. Suppose a string s, of irreducible elements in S is connected to some of the 
strings ss,s,, SS~S,~~~SS,S, of irreducible elements in S in the sense that concatenation of 
s, with these strings forms elements in the generating set of S’, where s,, sb, . . . ,s, all 
begin with different letters. 
Ifs, is connected to all of the above strings to form irreducible elements in S’, there 
is no reduction and hence no need to count an extra missing i-starter. If s contains 
a k-key then if any irreducible elements beginning with s,ss,s,, . . . , s,ssqs, are not in 
the generating set of S’ then the corresponding strings from ss,s,, . . . ,ssqs, do not 
appear in any irreducible element of S’ and missing i-keys may be deleted without 
danger of counting them as missing later. If S, is connected to only one of the strings 
then the missing i-starter can be counted with no problem. 
Ifs, is connected to more than one of the strings ss,s,, . . . , SSJ, and s has no k-key, 
say s, is connected to SSJ,, . . . , SSJ, then either these strings have k-keys or are 
followed in the irreducible elements of s’ with strings containing k-keys. If followed by 
strings with k-keys, these strings will no longer begin irreducible elements and there is 
a new missing k-starter for each. If the strings SSJ,, . . . , ss,st have k-keys then by 
Lemmas 3.12 and 3.14, where any of them appear in an irreducible element, all of them 
appear, so duplication of missing i-keys does not occur. 
Case 2. Suppose for some i, ss,,s&,, s’s,, s’sb are irreducible elements of Si but not 
Si _ i. If for some j> i, ss,s, and sb are irreducible elements of Sj, since s, and sb begin 
with different letters, sb and SJ, must havej-keys. Ifs, has a j-key then s’s,s, is also an 
irreducible element or s’s0 is no longer a substring of an element of Si. If s’s,s: is also in 
Sj for s, #$ then there are two missing j-starters and hence there is an additional 
missing j-starter and s, and sb may both be considered as having their own missing 
starter associated with them. Hence there will be no duplication of missing starters 
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when they are removed. Hence assume s,.=s:. If s, has no j-key then s’s, cannot be 
a word in Sj so either it is missing or s’s,s: must be formed. But unless s, = s:, the above 
argument applies. Hence if SSJ, is formed then s’s,s, is also formed or there is an extra 
missing key. 
From case 1 and the above we need only consider strings SSJ~, SS~S,, S’SJ, and S’S~S, 
in S and show that if s,ss,s,, s,s’s,s, and s,,,s’s,,s, are irreducible elements of S’ then 
s,ssbs, is an irreducible element of s’. But if s,s fits in s,s,, sms’ fits in s,s,, and s,s’ fits in 
sr,s,, then s,s fits in sbs,. Hence an extra missing key associated with either sb or s, 
cannot be removed twice. 0 
Theorem 4.2. Any chain of semiretracts of A*, where A contains n elements has at most 
n + 1 distinct members. 
Corollary 4.3. Zf A contains three elements then all semiretracts of A* are retracts. 
Proof. Any proper semiretract would be contained in a retract generated by two 
elements and contain a retract generated by one element. But this is impossible since it 
would produce a chain with 5 distinct members. q 
Corollary 4.4. If a retract R of A* is generated by k elements and a retract R’ is 
generated by k + 1 elements, and S is a semiretract such that R c S G R’ then either R = S 
or S= R’. 
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